
Appreciate   More     Stress   Less   
  

What   is   Appreciative   Living?   
Appreciative   Living   is   about   pulling   the   curtains   wide   open   on   our   life   and    seeing   Life   in   totality   –   
both   the   positive   and   negative .   Since   most   of   us   have   learned   to   pay   more   attention   to   the   
negative   side,   it   takes   training   and   practice   to   learn   how   to   see   the   positive.    The   practice   evolved   
from   Appreciative   Inquiry   (a   strengths-based,   positive   approach   to   leadership   development   and   
organizational   change.   Source:    The   Joy   of   Appreciative   Living    by   Jackie   Kelm)   

  
So   how   do   we   pull   the   curtain   back   to   see   the   good   stuff?     
Neuroscience   or   “brain   science”   has   some   answers.    The   brain   is   like   a   muscle ,   and   as   we   learn   from  
our   culture   to   pay   attention   to   the   negative   side,   it   becomes   a   pattern   that   literally   gets   hard-wired   
through   neuronal   connections.   To   “rewire”   our   brains   to   think   more   on   the   positive   side,    we     have   to   
intentionally   change   our   thought   patterns   and   repeat   them .   You   can   think   of   these   practices   as   
taking   your   brain   to   the   gym.    Getting   your   mind   in   shape   is   very   much   like   getting   your   body   in   
shape.     

And   don’t   worry:    You   will   not   become   a   “Naive   Pollyanna.”    The   opposite   is   actually   true.   Spending   
time   on   the   positive   side   gives   you   the   courage   to   do   what   your   heart   desires   even   when   it’s   hard   
and   motivation   to   deal   with   the   “bad   stuff.”    Over   time   you’ll   come   to   see   the   “bad   stuff”   will   be   
your   best   guideposts   to   creating   the   “good   stuff.”   

The   bottom   line   is   that   if   you’re   not   as   successful   or   feeling   as   happy   as   you’d   like,   you   have   probably   
formed   thinking   habits   that   focus   heavily   on   the   negative   aspects   of   your   life.    If   you   want   to   feel   
better   and   be   more   successful,   you   have   to   pull   back   the   curtain   on   the   positive   side   and   look   
for   what   is   hiding.    These   practices   will   give   you   the   tools   and   support   you,   but   in   the   end,    it   is   up   to   
you   to   make   it   happen .     

  
  

Reflection   1:   Appreciating   What   Is   -   Gratitude   Practice   
Think   about   something   you   are   appreciative   of.   Write   three   reasons   why   you   appreciate   this   person,   
pet,   experience,   thing….   whatever   comes   up   for   you.   

  
I   appreciate_________________________________________________________________________________________   
1.   

2.   

3.     

Energy   flows   where   attention   goes.   What   you   focus   on   grows.   Say   thanks   for   what   you   want   to   see   

more   of   in   your   life.     
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Guiding   Principles   For   Appreciating   More      

1.   Appreciating   What   Is:    Choosing   to   focus   

on   the   positive   aspects   of   what   is   happening.   
  

2.   Imagining   the   Ideal:     Using   visualization   

in   your   day-to-day   experiences.     
  

3.   Acting   In   Alignment:    Taking   action   by   

using   questions   and   positive   focus   to   align   
your   thinking   and   create   what   you   want.   

  
Principles   

1. Constructivist:    We   construct   stories   
together   with   our   thinking   about   what   happens   in   our   lives.   Our   story   is   one   perspective,   and   
there   are   an   infinite   number   of   perspectives.     

2. Poetic:    We   are   able   to   create,   interpret,   and   focus   our   stories,   and   whatever   we   focus   on,   
expands.   There   is   always   a   positive   side   to   any   situation   that   we   must   choose   to   find.   

3. Anticipatory:    We   anticipate   what   the   future   will   be   like   by   forming   pictures   in   our   minds,   and   
then   we   live   into   those   images.   We   can   change   the   future   by   visualizing   what   we   want.   

4. Simultaneity:    The   moment   we   ask   a   new   question,   we   simultaneously   begin   to   move   
towards   it.   Questions   are   a   powerful   tool   for   positive   change.   

5. Positive.     Focusing   on   positive   aspects   creates   positive   upward   spirals.   Building   on   strengths   
provides   greater   leverage   for   change   than   fixing   weaknesses   

  

Reflection   2:   Imagining   Your   Ideal   -5   years   from   Now  
This   step   is   about   learning   to   create   mental   pictures   of   what   we   want   most   in   order   to   help   make   it   
happen.   

1. Who   are   you   surrounded   by   and   how   do   they   make   you   feel?   

2. When   somebody   asks   what   you   do   for   work,   how   do   you   respond?   How   do   you   feel   about   it?   

3. What   is   the   atmosphere   in   your   family   life?   How   do   you   contribute   to   that   atmosphere?   

4. What   are   you   most   proud   of?     
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5. Describe   the   steps   you   had   to   take   to   get   to   where   you   are.   

Taking   Action   In   Alignment:   SOme   Tools   for   You   
1. Perspective   Shift     

Think   about   an   area   of   your   life   where   you   want   change,   or   are   stuck.   Now   look   at   that   
experience   from   the   perspective   of   someone   else   (i.e.,   the   person   with   whom   you   are   having   
the   difficulty,   someone   without   a   home   or   family   at   all;   someone   you   respect   like   a   mentor,   
therapist,   counselor.)   
 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________   

  
________________________________________________________________________________________________________   
*Constructivist   and   Poetic   Principles   at   work:    Our   story   is   one   perspective,   and   there   are   an   infinite   
number   of   perspectives   and   We   are   able   to   create,   interpret,   and   focus   our   stories,   and   whatever   we   
focus   on,   expands.   

  

2. Visualization     
Think   about   your   day   ahead   today   or   tomorrow,   and   imagine   it   going   as   well   as   you   possibly   
can.   Mentally   step   through   your   routine   and   the   various   activities   you   have   planned,   and   see   
yourself   moving   through   them   easily   and   joyfully.   Visualize   yourself   feeling   good   as   your   day   
unfolds.   Remember   to   allow   other   people   and   situations   to   be   as   they   are,   but   focus   on   the   
experience   you   are   having   and   how   you   are   feeling.   Make   some   notes   about   what   you   see   
unfolding   in   your   ideal   vision   for   today   or   tomorrow.   
________________________________________________________________________________________________________   

  
________________________________________________________________________________________________________   
*Anticipatory   Principle   at   work:   We   anticipate   what   the   future   will   be   like   by   forming   pictures   
in   our   minds,   and   then   we   live   into   those   images.   We   can   change   the   future   by   visualizing.  

  

3. Questioning   Your   Story   
Asking   appreciative   questions   about   what   we   want   is   a   powerful   tool   for   making   it   happen.   It   
takes   you   to   a   place   that   is   better   than   the   one   you   were   in.   

○ What   am   I   supposed   to   learn   from   this?   
○ What   is   in   my   control   and   what   is   out   of   my   control?   
○ What   can   I   do   right   now?     

*Simultaneity   Principle:   The   moment   we   ask   a   new   question,   we   simultaneously   begin   to   
move   towards   it.   Questions   are   a   powerful   tool   for   positive   change.   
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4. Every   Morning,   What   is   1   thing   I   can   do   today   to   make   me   feel   More   at   Peace?   
And   do   it!   

MY   INTENTION   
__________________________________________________________________________________   
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Notes   
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